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Key: Any

Genre: General
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Skill: Beginner

Underneath Your Clothers
+5    -5    +6     , +6 +6  +6  +5   -4 ,   +4 +5
You’re a song   written by the hands of God
+5 +5 -4 +6  -4  +5 ,  +6     +6    -6      -5      +5  -4 ,
-4 -5 +5 -4 +4
Don’t get me wrong  cause this might sound to you   a bit     
odd
+7 +7 -7 , +8 -6 +6 -5
But you own that place
+6 -6  -7 +7 -6 -8 , +8 -8 +7
where all my thoughts go ridin’
+6 -5 -5 , +5 -5
Right under your clothes
-6 +7 , -7 , +8 -8 +7 +7
is where I findthem
+8 +7 -8 ,  -8 -6
UNDERNEATH YOUR CLOTHES
-6 +7 -6 , +6 -6 +7
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there’s a man a story
+8 +7 -8 , -8 +7 -8
There’s a man I chose
+6 +6 +6 +6 +5    ,   -4 -4 +5 -4 +5 -4 +5 , +6 +5 , -4 +4 -4
there’s my territory    and  all the things      I    deserve
+7  -8  -8  -8 ,   +7 +8 , -8 +8 -8 +7
For bein’ such   a good girl honey

Cause of you I thought of the smart ways to ride
Cause of youI’m running out of reasons to cry
When your friends are gone
And when the party’s over
It still won’t be long
to each other
UNDERNEATH YOUR CLOTHES
there’s a man a story
There’s a man I chose
there’s my territory and all the things I deserve
For bein’ such a good girl honey

UNDERNEATH YOUR CLOTHES
there’s a man a story
There’s a man I chose
there’s my territory and all the things I deserve
For bein’ such a good girl

+7 -8 -8 -8 -8  +8′ +8′ +8′ +8′
For bein’ such a hey hey hey hey
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-5 +6 -5 +6 -5 +6 -5 +6 -5 +6 -5 +6 -5 +4o
I want to be your woman all I talk about is
-5 +4o -5 +4o -5 +4o -5 +6
Movin’ talkin’ walkin’ breathin’
+4 +4o -5 +4o +4 +4 +4o -5 -5 +4o  +4 +4o -5 +4o +6 +4o -5
You know it too and babe it’s so funny You almost don’t
believe it
-5 +6 +6 +6 -5 +6 -5 +6 -5 +6 -5 +4o
As ev’ry voice is risin’ to the feelin’
-5 -5 +4o -5 +4o -5 +4o -5 +6 -5
We’ll be hangin’ by the ceilin’
+4 +4o -5 +4o  +4 +4 +4o -5 -5 +4o +4 +4o -5 +6 +6o +7
All the way she finds it her manner Muscles hard as steel

UNDERNEATH YOUR CLOTHES
there’s a man a story
There’s a man I chose
there’s my territory and all the things I deserve
For bein’ such a good girl honey
UNDERNEATH YOUR CLOTHES woh
There’s a man I chose
there’s my territory and all the things I deserve
For bein’ such a good girl
For bein’ such a good girl ah
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